Fast answers to everyday practice questions in a clear and direct Q&A format

- Step-by-step focus on the nuts and bolts of daily practice
- Handy desk references for the skilled practitioner
- Comprehensive summaries for lawyers new to an area
Dear Colleague:

PLI has introduced an exciting new Answer Book Series to join our library of celebrated Treatises and Course Handbooks.

Written by members of major law firms to provide a complete understanding of the relevant practice issues that arise in the selected subject matter areas, each Answer Book walks you, step-by-step, through the laws, regulations and issues that the practitioner is likely to face. Each title in the series uses an easily understood question and answer format so that the needed information can be found quickly. Practice pointers and checklists that will assist in responding to everyday client questions are included in every title.

Our full list of Answer Books is found in the Table of Contents below. We have set up a dedicated phone line for your convenience. To order a book or to ask a question about any PLI title, please call (800) 260-4754.

Practising Law Institute is a not-for-profit continuing legal education organization founded in 1933. PLI’s books are practical, up-to-date guides that are used by lawyers in their day-to-day practice. We are pleased to be able to serve the legal community in this way and appreciate your continuing support.

Sincerely,

William C. Cubberley
Publisher

---
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Corporate Compliance Answer Book 2011-12
Holland & Knight LLP
Edited by Christopher A. Myers and Kwamina Thomas Williford

Covering the full spectrum of heavily regulated industries and corporate activities in a convenient Q&A format, the Corporate Compliance Answer Book 2011-12 helps you develop, implement, and enforce compliance programs that detect and prevent wrongdoing. You’ll learn how to • use risk assessment to pinpoint and reduce your company’s areas of legal exposure • apply gap analyses to detect and eliminate flaws in your compliance programs • conduct internal investigations that prevent legal problems from becoming major crises • develop records management programs that prepare you for the e-discovery involved in investigations and litigation

• satisfy labor and employment mandates, environmental rules, lobbying and campaign finance laws, export control regulations, and FCPA anti-bribery standards • make voluntary disclosures of illegalities as a major step toward reducing penalties and sanctions • cooperate with federal agencies during investigations in ways that mitigate the legal and financial damage done by wrongdoing.


Essential reading at a time when your legal and regulatory burdens continue to mount, Corporate Compliance Answer Book 2011-12 minimizes the risks of litigation, penalties, sanctions, company turmoil, and lost revenue due to noncompliance.

2 softcover volumes, 1,608 pages, $235, Order #32646

Antitrust Law Answer Book 2011-12
Jones Day
Edited by Joe Sims, Kathryn M. Fenton and David P. Wales

As the economy improves, the Justice Department is ramping up its antitrust enforcement efforts. Given the potential for severe criminal sanctions and civil liability, expert guidance is indispensable to successfully navigate a legal minefield that often combines government enforcement and potentially devastating private suits.

Jones Day has forged a stellar reputation in some of the most challenging antitrust matters in history, and the Antitrust Law Answer Book 2011-12 reflects their hard-earned knowledge in a highly accessible format you can immediately put to work for you and your clients. Bring their expertise to bear as you tackle such issues as investigations and litigation, agreements between suppliers and customers, monopolization claims, pricing, and unilateral conduct not related to price. What’s more, this handy guide’s detailed coverage of antitrust compliance programs can help you avoid or minimize problems that can derail a deal and lead to costly litigation.

Antitrust Law Answer Book 2011-12 will quickly become your “go to” source when it comes to the practical impact of domestic antitrust and international competition law.

1 softcover volume, 513 pages, $235, Order #30521

FREE U.S. ground shipping on all orders.
Because the insider trading laws apply to everyone — not just corporate insiders — a proper understanding of both the basics of insider trading law, as well as some of the complexities and nuances of this important area of the law, is important to anyone who invests in the securities markets.

Insider Trading Law and Compliance Answer Book 2011-12 provides you with a step-by-step understanding of the legal requirements imposed upon all investors. It walks you through:

• The elements of an insider trading claim
• What is legitimate company research that can be freely acted upon and what is nonpublic information that may not
• When acting on a “tip” can incur legal liability
• The framework of penalties when insider trading has been successfully proved

Insider Trading Law and Compliance Answer Book 2011-12 provides both the lawyer and the lay investor with a complete understanding of the criminal and civil issues that can arise, the possible penalties that could be incurred, and the defenses that are available. It reflects the in-depth knowledge of legal practitioners who provide ongoing counseling and litigation representation to a wide array of clients.

In today’s turbulent financial markets, a claim of insider trading often hits the newspapers. Insider Trading Law and Compliance Answer Book 2011-12, which fully integrates recent regulatory changes, provides a concise road map, helping the reader to navigate the legal requirements safely.

1 softcover volume, 600 pages, $235, Order #32645

Financial Institutions Answer Book 2012
Law • Governance • Compliance
Stuart G. Stein, Richard Schaberg, Elizabeth A. Khalil and Laura R. Biddle (Hogan Lovells)

Reflecting the many statutory and regulatory changes made since the beginning of the recent economic downturn, the newly published Financial Institutions Answer Book 2012 provides, in a handy Q&A format, a comprehensive overview of the complex federal requirements regulating financial institutions in the United States. Every aspect of a financial institution life cycle is covered, from understanding the differences in regulation based on what type of charter is chosen, through ongoing capital and deposit activities requirements and major changes in corporate control, to the cessation of entity activity through merger, acquisition or entity failure.

Financial Institutions Answer Book 2012 covers the entire spectrum of financial institution regulation, including those regulating:
• The creation of branch offices
• Corporate governance
• Executive compensation
• Deposit insurance requirements
• Insider and affiliate transactions
• Anti-money laundering and U.S. trade sanctions
• Examination and audit
• Privacy and data security

Written by leading practitioners in this complex area, Financial Institutions Answer Book 2012 is an up-to-date guide to this fast-changing area of the law. It provides an excellent desk reference for the experienced practitioner, as well as a comprehensive introduction for the attorney new to the practice area.

1 softcover volume, 472 pages, $235, Order #33734

Order Today! Call Toll-Free (800) 260-4754
Mortgage Finance Regulation Answer Book 2011-12
Edited by Richard J. Andreano, Jr., John D. Socknat and Michael S. Waldron (Ballard Spahr LLP)

“This may be the bible of mortgage finance regulation.”
— HousingWire Magazine

Mortgage finance has always been heavily regulated by the federal government. During the recent economic crisis, this area has grown even more complex, with legislative changes mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act, and other federal regulatory changes. PLI’s new Mortgage Finance Regulation Answer Book 2011-12 unravels the complexity and walks you through the current regulatory requirements.

Using an easy Q&A format, Mortgage Finance Regulation Answer Book 2011-12:
• Helps you understand the regulations applicable to every step of the mortgage application and issuance process
• Describes all of the federal requirements, and their implications, under each of the relevant statutes, including the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA), the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA), the Truth in Lending Act (TILA), the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) and many others
• Explains how residential property is handled under the different Chapters of the Bankruptcy Code
• Compares the differences in privacy, disclosure and other requirements between the different federal statutes
• Contains an introductory chapter on residential mortgage loan basics, written in plain English with the non-expert in mind

Written by seasoned practitioners who have successfully represented a wide range of clients in both the residential and commercial mortgage banking industries, Mortgage Finance Regulation Answer Book 2011-12 is filled with compliance suggestions that can help you avoid or minimize client problems.

Mortgage Finance Regulation Answer Book 2011-12 will quickly become your “go to” guide when it comes to understanding the current federal requirements and how they interrelate with each other.

1 softcover volume, 1,588 pages, $235, Order #33409

Consumer Financial Services Answer Book 2011
Edited by Richard E. Gottlieb, Arthur B. Axelson and Thomas M. Hanson (Dykema Gossett PLLC)

The Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (CFPA), Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act, made major changes in how consumer financial services are regulated, many of which went into effect on July 21, 2011. The Consumer Financial Services Answer Book 2011 describes in concise detail the regulatory structure and requirements after these major revisions. This new publication describes:
• The changed, and the many unchanged, requirements under such federal statutes as the Truth in Lending Act, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, and others
• The regulatory authority, and the limits on that authority, of the newly created federal Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection, as well as the changed authority of existing financial services regulators
• The current federal requirements for mortgage loan servicing, foreclosure and eviction
• The changes, effective this summer, to the state preemption regulations, which require specific findings before preemption may be invoked

The Consumer Financial Services Answer Book 2011 helps the practitioner, through an easy question and answer format, understand the revised regulations in such areas as the secondary loan market, including securitization and assignee liability • Mortgage loan servicing • Automotive financing
• Privacy and identity theft

In addition, the Consumer Financial Services Answer Book 2011 provides practical insights on litigation practices in this area, including special coverage on e-filing and document retention requirements, as well as expert, practical insights into consumer financial class actions and other issues of emerging concern.

1 softcover volume, 652 pages, $235, Order #32643
Intellectual Property Law Answer Book 2011-12
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP

Intellectual Property Law Answer Book 2011-12 is an easy-to-use resource for practitioners facing a trademark, copyright and patent issue for the first time or looking for a refresher on IP law. It answers questions a practitioner may have, from the basic (how do I register my trademark, copyright or patent?) to the more pragmatic (what are the necessary steps to enforce my IP rights?).

- Provides an up-to-date overview of trademark, copyright and patent law, using recent, noteworthy cases as examples
- Focuses on key areas of IP law of particular interest to practitioners
- Follows a user-friendly Q&A format that presents information in a more pragmatic and less "scholarly" fashion than other publications
- Is a practical guide designed to help readers locate important information more quickly
- Includes actual examples of patents and "case studies" that summarize the most important facts and holdings of critical cases
- Is designed with the information needs of generalists and corporate transactional attorneys in mind

Throughout Intellectual Property Law Answer Book 2011-12, the focus remains on providing practical guidelines and using recent cases to explain key concepts. The convenient, easy to follow Q&A format allows readers to develop an understanding of patent, copyright and trademark law and concepts in a methodical way, and also allows Intellectual Property Law Answer Book 2011-12 to serve as an ongoing reference tool. Authored by commercial litigators specializing in complex patent, trademark and other intellectual property practice, the book aims to provide a summary that is easy to understand and retain.

Medical Devices Law and Regulation Answer Book 2011-12
Edited by Suzan Onel (KBL Gates LLP) and Karen Becker (Becker & Associates Consulting)

The regulation of medical devices has grown increasingly complex since the Medical Device Amendments to the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) were introduced in 1976. Medical Devices Law and Regulation Answer Book 2011-12 walks you through the current regulatory requirements and describes every aspect from pre-market requirements for specific types of devices, to post-market regulation and ongoing government enforcement and investigation.

With over thirty contributors from a variety of major law firms and consulting firms specializing in medical device work, Medical Devices Law and Regulation Answer Book 2011-12 provides practical guidance on how to handle everyday questions on a wide variety of topics, as well as what issues are likely to arise and how to avoid them.

The breadth of coverage of this new publication is illustrated by the chapter titles provided below:

- Overview of Medical Device Regulation in the U.S.
- Clinical Studies of Investigational Devices
- Device Premarket Submissions
- Devices with Unique Issues — Combination Devices, Radiological Devices, Restricted Devices, Customer Devices, Device Software
- In Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Devices
- The Quality System Regulation
- Device Facility Inspections
- Post Market Considerations
- International Considerations
- Enforcement and Government Investigations Regarding Medical Devices
- Interacting with FDA
- Intellectual Property Considerations for Medical Device Companies
- Fraudulent and Abusive Practices in the Reimbursement for Medical Devices
- HIPAA’s Impact on the Medical Device Manufacturing Community
- Continuing Medical Education (CME) and Industry-Supported Scientific Activities
- Litigation, Product Liability, and Preemption
- Licensing, Product Development and Commercialization
- FDA Criminal Enforcement
- Overlapping Jurisdiction with Other Agencies and Law Enforcement Entities
- Commonly Used Acronyms

1 softcover volume, 958 pages, $235, Order #33924
Expert Witness Answer Book 2012
Edited by Terry Budd, Eric R. I. Cottle and Clifton T. Hutchinson
(K&L Gates LLP)

The expert witness, once anomalous, is now integral to virtually every lawsuit. Understanding the rules that regulate when an expert witness may be allowed to testify is vital to successful litigation practice. The newly published Expert Witness Answer Book 2012 walks you through every aspect of this key area, providing, in a direct Q&A format, clear instruction on the legal framework as provided by the Daubert trilogy and subsequent rulings, the qualifications that must be introduced to establish someone as an expert on a particular topic, as well as disqualify him or her, and the pretrial activities of experts, including designation, disclosure, discovery and depositions.

Expert Witness Answer Book 2012 provides actionable guidance throughout, with specific chapters on issues confronted by experts in the following areas: products liability, toxic torts, trademarks, patents and copyrights, as well as the economic damages issues in personal injury, commercial damages, and business and property litigation. Forensic issues in criminal cases and the specific issues in fire cases are also discussed.

Written by contributors with many years of trial experience, each chapter includes practical hints on what works in court and what doesn’t. Expert Witness Answer Book 2012 is a handy one-volume softcover publication that can be taken with you into court or deposition to get quick answers to questions that must be answered immediately.

1 softcover volume, 540 pages, $235, Order #36140

Personal Bankruptcy Answer Book
William C. Hillman (U.S. Bankruptcy Court, District of Massachusetts) and Margaret M. Crouch (Law Clerk, U.S. Bankruptcy Court, District of Massachusetts)

With personal bankruptcies at an all-time high, every attorney should have a working knowledge of bankruptcy law. Personal Bankruptcy Answer Book provides you with that essential information in an easy-access Q&A format, giving you a strong, practical grasp of Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 bankruptcy standards, procedures, advantages, drawbacks, and challenges. Included is key guidance on filing requirements, document drafting, the complex means test, and Chapter 13 repayment plan formulation.

Gain a useful understanding of provisions of the Bankruptcy Code as they apply to Chapters 7 and 13, including the major impact of the 2005 Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act (BAPCPA). Personal Bankruptcy Answer Book was written as a comprehensive introduction to personal bankruptcy for the non-bankruptcy attorney and other legal professionals, and also serves as a handy desk reference for the bankruptcy specialist.

1 softcover volume, 410 pages, $145, Order #26277

Always Current! To keep you up-to-date, the purchase of PLI titles includes Basic Upkeep Service, so that supplements, replacement pages, and new editions will be shipped to you immediately upon publication.
No charge for revisions issued within 3 months of purchase.
Insurance Regulation Answer Book 2011

Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP

Insurance Regulation Answer Book 2011 provides a general overview of the significant legal and regulatory guidelines that govern the insurance business in the United States. While it is deliberately high level, providing an introduction to a complex and constantly changing area of the law, Insurance Regulation Answer Book 2011 offers readers practical guidance designed to assist them to effectively uncover the legal implications of proposed actions so they can help maximize opportunities, minimize liabilities and reduce compliance costs.

Insurance Regulation Answer Book 2011 covers such areas as the complete definitions of — and distinctions between — the different kinds of insurance • the federal regulatory requirements, including recent amendments, on insurance company policies, investments and financial condition • and the role of reinsurance in spreading financial risk.

Completely up-to-date, this new title covers the changes made by the Dodd-Frank Act and other recent statutory and regulatory changes.

1 softcover volume, 286 pages, $195, Order #32644

Business Liability Insurance Answer Book 2011-12

Edited by Betsy P. Collins, Devin C. Dolive and Jodi D. Taylor
(Burr & Forman LLP)

Being held personally liable for a business-related decision is the nightmare of every company manager, officer and director. As a result of the recent economic downturn, the number of cases being brought against businesses and the people who run them has surged. Business Liability Insurance Answer Book 2011-12 provides a concise road map to the kinds of issues being litigated, and the types of liability insurance available to protect against suit and cover losses in the event of a successful recovery.

Written in a clear and direct Q&A format, Business Liability Insurance Answer Book 2011-12 is a handy softcover volume that will be of interest to lawyers and other legal professionals, as well as the corporate managers, officers, directors and other employees whose liability this type of insurance protects against.

1 softcover volume, 402 pages, $235, Order #32647

PLI publications are backed by a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee

If you’re not totally satisfied with your purchase for any reason, simply return it within 30 days for a full refund.
Labor Management Law Answer Book 2011-12
Edited by Brian West Easley, Michael J. Gray and Mark D. Temple (Jones Day)

Labor Management Law Answer Book 2011-12 is a concise overview of the controlling provisions of the NLRA and the other major federal labor legislation.

Reflecting the in-depth knowledge and experience of the authors, it walks you through every requirement of federal law, including obligations under executive orders affecting labor relations of federal contractors • federal preemption of state regulation • reporting requirements of unions and employers • protected and unprotected activity • duty to bargain • unfair labor practice case procedures • and regulation of union dues and administration.

Labor Management Law Answer Book 2011-12 also provides:
• A concise guide to all of the requirements of NLRA, LMRA, LMRDA and other federal statutes
• Detailed guidance on what is and is not permitted activity by both unions and employers in any negotiation
• Coverage of emerging issues of critical importance, including collective bargaining in the public sector
• The context and analysis necessary to effectively plan and execute a labor strategy against the backdrop of complex and constantly evolving federal law

A truly actionable tool, Labor Management Law Answer Book 2011-12 interweaves relevant planning opportunities and strategies, allowing the reader to optimize proactive decision-making.

1 softcover volume, 527 pages, $235, Order #30524

Transfer Pricing Answer Book 2012
Edited by David B. Blair (Miller & Chevalier Chartered)

In light of the high-dollar risks presented by the increased enforcement efforts of tax authorities worldwide, companies need practical guidance to permit them to develop and defend their transfer pricing strategies.

Transfer Pricing Answer Book 2012 gives companies such guidance, from initially planning a transfer pricing strategy, to alternative ways to defend the strategy from attack by two or more tax authorities, to resolving a case before competent authorities, to bringing a transfer pricing case to court.

The book’s non-technical discussion is presented in a question and answer format that will appeal to readers regardless of their prior level of experience or familiarity with taxes in general and transfer pricing in particular.

Transfer Pricing Answer Book 2012 is an invaluable resource for company executives and their advisors seeking to better understand this important area of tax law that has become such an important economic facet of so many businesses.

1 softcover volume, 644 pages, $235, #38524
Written by experts in their fields, the Answer Book Series covers fourteen practice areas and walks you, step-by-step, through the laws, regulations and issues practitioners face. Filled with practice pointers and checklists, these Q&A formatted guides will be vital to any skilled practitioner needing a comprehensive summary, or to any attorney new to a particular practice area.

To receive all 14 practical Q&A guides in the series for only $1,565 contact:

Library Relations Team
(877) 900-5291
libraryrelations@pli.edu

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed!
PLI’s Discover is a research platform that includes access to our online library of Treatises and Course Handbooks.
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